**Corona thrives in Kerala. Infections 5**

The Kerala Government had suspended travel from 15 countries as a preventive measure. The order will be delivered at 2 pm.

Chief Justice Govind Mathur said all the States to enhance community initiatives to deal with the COVID-19 crisis.

A total of 521 people left India via 13 flights. The passengers were suffered with the symptoms of the disease.

**Highest 1-day toll in Iran, 49 die from coronavirus**

Iranian authorities said 49 people have died from the disease, raising the country's death toll to 87. The Health Ministry said 2,454 people have been infected in the country.

**All India cases now, 39 isolation facilities boosts across country, Arunachal bans foreigners’ entry**

The Ministry of Health and Family Welfare on Saturday informed the country’s first COVID-19 case in the country after a woman who had returned from Wuhan—was discharged from hospital in the state.

The Ministry said that all the infected family in the Tinsil colony of Guwahati were under observation as they had contact with the first case. The health officials were monitoring the condition of their relatives who had returned from Wuhan.

**Corona virus cases which rose from 10,000 to 50,000 in China**

According to the World Health Organization, the number of coronavirus cases in China has increased from 10,000 to 50,000.

**World Health Organization (WHO) warns**

WHO has called for an increase in global investment in health systems to prepare for future pandemics.

**The Union Health and Family Welfare Minister Harsh Vardhan on Saturday said that the number of coronavirus cases across the world has crossed 50,000, including 1,000 deaths.**

**All in one in Delhi on Monday for International Women’s Day**

Chief Justice of India Justice Dipak Misra on Monday will hand over his Twitter, Facebook and YouTube accounts to women achievers last week.

**Wife of IAF Capt Dhananjay Singh,Lt Col Poonam Singh, felicitated people on International Women’s Day**

Arifa Jaan from Kashmir who was allvr separately in the anti-Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA) protests has been freed following his release from jail.

**BJP, Congress get into slamming match**

BJP links Yes Bank flight with Cong first family: Opp wonders if PM, FM are completely out of control.

**Rana Kapoor in ED custody**

Yes Bank founder Rana Kapoor has been arrested on charges of forgery by the Enforcement Directorate.

**The Enforcement Directorate (ED) on Saturday arrested yes Bank founder Rana Kapoor (62) on charges of forgery under Sections 319, 419, 420, 468 of the Indian Penal Code (IPC), 20 years’ imprisonment and a fine of Rs 10 lakh.**

The ED had conducted a search at Kapoor’s place in New Delhi and arrested him from the premises and also seized mobile phones, a laptop, a private car and some other incriminating materials from his residence.

**No need to panic: yogi**

The Special Cell of anti-terrorism unit of the Delhi Police on Sunday arrested four people in a case of anti-terror activities and五行 are all set on its way to jail.
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Two bootleggers held in Mohanlaghjan

A special Task Force team seized two bootleggers and seized liquor bottles worth Rs 82,850 at Kanpur.

The Special Task Force, identified in Veera and Surender Revolutionary, seized the liquor bottles from Haryana and brought them to Bhopal via Lucknow Bara Bazaar road. They seized 500 cartons of liquor bottles, a months-old R-Car, and the authority paper of the goods and other documents besides Rs 1,800 from the arrested man. As per reports, the police were tipped off about the smuggling of liquor and a team was sent to Bhopal after the tip-off and they seized the liquor.

The police also seized 120 cartons of liquor bottles from a house near Faridabad. The accused, Shailendra Yadav of Azamgarh, was arrested on a tip-off call on getting information about the smuggling of liquor in Bhopal. The accused was identified as Shailendra Yadav and Jayun Banerji, both of Azamgarh.

The information was received by the STF team on Sunday evening. The accused, identified as DCP, Kiran Kumar Singh and DSP, Suresh Nagri AK Sahi also joined the operation.

The accused was the owner of the vehicle, and the accused was arrested for the purpose of smuggling liquor and a team of the STF laid a trap and nabbed both the accused.

The operation was carried out by a team comprising 18 police, including three inspectors. Two of the inspectors were identified as inspector, identified as Shailendra Yadav and Jayun Banerji.
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No new power projects from Indo-US nuclear deal

Parliamentary Standing Committee on Atomic Energy and Climate Change has noted that while power projects have accelerated post the Indo-US nuclear deal, there had been no new power projects from this deal in the last 10 years. The panel has recommended that the Centre needs to re-examine the nuclear deal signed with US in 2008.

India, the world's largest democracy and the second largest emitter of greenhouse gases, has been facing increasing pressure to reduce its carbon footprint. Here's a look at some of the key initiatives that India has undertaken to address climate change:

1. **Renewable Energy**: India has made significant progress in harnessing renewable energy sources. The country has set ambitious targets to increase its renewable energy capacity, with a focus on solar and wind power. The government has implemented various policies and incentives to accelerate the adoption of renewable energy.

2. **Electric Vehicles**: To reduce dependence on fossil fuels, India has set targets for electric vehicle adoption. The government has launched several initiatives to promote electric vehicles, including tax benefits, subsidies, and dedicated charging infrastructure.

3. **Energy Efficiency**: India has implemented various measures to improve energy efficiency across different sectors. This includes initiatives to improve energy efficiency in buildings, industries, and transportation. The government has set targets for improving energy productivity and efficiency, with a focus on industries and transport.

4. **Forest and Wildlife Conservation**: India has a rich biodiversity, and the government has taken several steps to protect and conserve wildlife and natural habitats. The Country has implemented various policies and initiatives to restore degraded ecosystems and promote sustainable forest management.

5. **Cleaner Fuels**: To reduce air pollution and address climate change, India has been working on transitioning to cleaner fuels. This includes initiatives to switch to cleaner cooking solutions, promote the use of biomass and biogas, and improve the quality of diesel and petrol.

India's commitment to climate change has been further strengthened by its participation in international forums such as the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and the Paris Agreement. These frameworks provide a platform for countries to set and achieve their climate goals and work collaboratively to address global climate challenges.
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Hiding travel history, symptoms: crime: Kerala

Unnamedapart... Taking a serious note of this fact, project manager of a private hospital in Kollam noticed the fact and alerted the health department through social media. He urged members of the public to immediately report the same. The health department said it will provide the health authorities with the details.

"The health department should take immediate action," said a resident. He suggested that medical teams be sent to the hotel, where the guests have stayed.

"We should ensure that the guests are isolated and the hotel is decontaminated," he added.

Mangaluru port authorities deny entry to cruise ship

A cruise ship with 3,750 passengers from the New Mangalore Port Trust (NMPT) arrived in Mangaluru on Sunday, but the port authorities denied it entry to the port due to the coronavirus pandemic.

"We have received complaints from nearby residents about the possibility of the spread of coronavirus due to the arrival of the cruise ship," said a spokesperson of the port authority. "We have also been informed by the health department that the ship is carrying a large number of passengers who have visited countries affected by the virus."

"We are monitoring the situation and will take appropriate action," the spokesperson added.

Man booked for posting misleading info on Facebook

A man was booked for posting misleading information about the coronavirus on Facebook.

"We have received complaints from several countries, including the United Kingdom, the United States, and India, about the misinformation being spread on social media," said a spokesperson of the police. "We have also been informed by the health department that the man has been spreading false information about the coronavirus.

"We would like to remind everyone that false information about the coronavirus can cause unnecessary panic and harm the health of the country," the spokesperson added.

Goa beaches wear deserted look as virus scare spreads

The coronavirus scare in Goa has taken a toll on the tourism industry, with many beaches and hotels remaining empty. The government has imposed strict lockdown measures to contain the virus.

"We have received reports of several beaches being deserted," said a spokesperson of the tourism department. "We are monitoring the situation and will take appropriate action.

"We would like to remind everyone that false information about the coronavirus can cause unnecessary panic and harm the health of the country," the spokesperson added.

Mizoram Cong asks State Govt to seal Indo-Myanmar border

The Congress has written to the state government requesting them to seal the Indo-Myanmar border in order to prevent the spread of the coronavirus.

"We have received reports of several cases of the coronavirus being detected on the Indo-Myanmar border," said a spokesperson of the Congress. "We are requesting the government to seal the border immediately.

"We would like to remind everyone that false information about the coronavirus can cause unnecessary panic and harm the health of the country," the spokesperson added.
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**Relief for civil society**

SC clears foreign funding for voluntary bodies crusading for public causes and civil rights.

A hard-won battle.

A spate of illegal and improper exercises to stifle dissent and deny voice to the people who speak out against the establishment, which has been in power since 2018, have been  atypical of the regime. The authorities have been using a smorgasbord of state machinery to silence all forms of dissent.

The government has also clamped down on the media and other forms of communication to prevent the spread of information that contradicts its narrative.

Despite these efforts, the people of Pakistan have been able to maintain their collective voice and continue to fight for their rights.

**Prejudice the new normal**

The politics of otherisation has reached the channels of our minds with a stamp of officialese, courtesy a regime that predicates religion as not only proof of identity but loyalty.

RINKU GHOSH

N

er the embattled出版社 of the Daily Times, the newspaper has been under an unusual strain, showing the impact of the pandemic on its operations. The newspaper has had to lay off some of its staff, and the financial crisis has forced it to reconsider its editorial policy.

Despite these challenges, the newspaper has persevered and continued to publish its content, which includes news, opinion pieces, and editorial commentaries.

The newspaper has also been able to maintain its online presence, providing readers with access to its content through its website and social media channels.

**Resolution banking crisis**

It is an ongoing challenge for banks to resolve their non-performing loan (NPL) problem, which has become a significant issue in recent years.

Slow growth in the economy, coupled with high levels of inflation, has led to a significant increase in non-performing loans, which has in turn affected the profitability of banks.

The government has taken several measures to address this issue, including the establishment of a special resolution fund for banks, which has been used to recapitalize troubled banks.

These measures have helped to improve the solvency of banks, but there is still a long way to go before the banking sector returns to health.

**Sound bite**

Sir — This refers to the editorial, “Tax on water”, which appeared in this paper on March 5.

The opposition parties have been critical of the government’s decision to impose a tax on water, which they argue will increase the cost of living for ordinary people.

They have also pointed out that the tax is regressive, as it will disproportionately affect low-income households.

The government has defended its decision, arguing that the tax is necessary to fund the construction of new water treatment plants.

**Chief Minister of Punjab**

Laughter has been a source of joy and comfort for many people, especially during times of stress and uncertainty.

It is a way to connect with others, to share laughter, and to feel less alone.

This year, the government has made efforts to promote laughter and joy, such as by organizing events and campaigns that encourage people to laugh together.

By promoting laughter, the government hopes to improve the well-being of its citizens and to foster a sense of community and solidarity.

**Vande Mataram**

Vande Mataram is a powerful symbol of the nation’s spirit and identity.

It is a patriotic song that has been sung by millions of people across the country, and it is an essential part of Indian culture and identity.

The song’s message of unity and strength has inspired generations of Indians, and it continues to inspire and unite people today.

**Editorial**

The government has taken several steps to address the challenges facing the banking sector, including the establishment of a new regulatory body and the introduction of new legislation.

These measures have helped to improve the solvency of banks, but there is still a long way to go before the banking sector returns to health.

**Conclusion**

The government has taken several steps to address the challenges facing the banking sector, including the establishment of a new regulatory body and the introduction of new legislation.

These measures have helped to improve the solvency of banks, but there is still a long way to go before the banking sector returns to health.

**Voice of the People**

The voice of the people is powerful and is an essential tool for democracy.

By giving voice to the people, we can ensure that their rights are protected and that their voices are heard.

This is especially important in times of crisis, when the people need to speak up for themselves.

**Lett...
From the perception that few women are found in the fields of science, technology, engineering and mathematics, emerges the paradox that the disparity is by choice rather than by any chance.

A masterpiece gone wrong horribly

The then MD and CEO of Yes Bank, Rana Kapoor, thought that he had found his niche by lending to well-known companies who were finding it difficult to get finances from existing lenders. What looked like a good business plan at the time turned out to be the bank’s nemesis.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>NAV</th>
<th>1Yr %</th>
<th>5Yr %</th>
<th>10Yr %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POFM &amp; IFD (Fund)</td>
<td>195.37</td>
<td>14.11</td>
<td>12.04</td>
<td>10.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBI Tax Adv Fund III (Fund)</td>
<td>742.68</td>
<td>21.18</td>
<td>18.43</td>
<td>16.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBI Tax Adv Fund I (Fund)</td>
<td>413.86</td>
<td>17.87</td>
<td>15.89</td>
<td>14.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBI Tax Adv Fund II (Fund)</td>
<td>512.34</td>
<td>13.74</td>
<td>12.58</td>
<td>11.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBI Tax Adv Fund IV (Fund)</td>
<td>196.58</td>
<td>12.54</td>
<td>11.36</td>
<td>10.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBI Tax Adv Fund V (Fund)</td>
<td>149.68</td>
<td>10.74</td>
<td>9.74</td>
<td>9.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBI Tax Adv Fund VI (Fund)</td>
<td>151.24</td>
<td>10.24</td>
<td>9.34</td>
<td>8.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICICI Pru Tax Saver Fund</td>
<td>143.28</td>
<td>13.43</td>
<td>12.49</td>
<td>11.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICICI Pru Tax Saver Fund</td>
<td>123.14</td>
<td>12.10</td>
<td>11.27</td>
<td>10.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDFC Tax Saver</td>
<td>105.91</td>
<td>11.10</td>
<td>10.38</td>
<td>9.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDFC Tax Saver</td>
<td>118.87</td>
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**AMID YES BANK CRISIS, CORONAVIRUS CONCERNS**

**Markets remain under pressure, say analysts**

The banking sector was under pressure on Monday as the coronavirus cases outside China continued to rise, with fears of a global pandemic and a major impact on global financial markets.

**Market experts** said that the markets were also concerned about the impact of the coronavirus on the global economy, with fears that the virus could lead to a slowdown in economic activity and a potential recession.

*“The markets are worried about the impact of the virus on the global economy and the potential for a recession,” said one market expert. “The news of new cases outside China is causing a lot of concern.”*

**India’s benchmark indices** were trading mixed on Monday, with the Sensex down 720.67 points and the Nifty down 227.80 points.

**India’s banking sector** was under pressure, with the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) and the government both taking steps to address the crisis.

**Reigning fears** of a price war were also a concern, with fears that banks might cut interest rates to keep customers.

*“There are fears of a price war among banks, which could put pressure on margins,” said another market expert. “We need to see how the banks respond.”*

**Investors** were also concerned about the impact of the crisis on the economy, with fears that it could lead to a slowdown in economic activity.

*“We are worried about the impact of the virus on the economy,” said one investor. “We need to see how the government responds.”*

**Coronavirus cases outside China** continued to rise on Monday, with fears of a global pandemic and a major impact on global financial markets.

*“The news of new cases outside China is causing a lot of concern,” said one market expert. “We need to see how the government responds.”*

**India’s benchmark indices** were trading mixed on Monday, with the Sensex down 720.67 points and the Nifty down 227.80 points.

**India’s banking sector** was under pressure, with the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) and the government both taking steps to address the crisis.

**Reigning fears** of a price war were also a concern, with fears that banks might cut interest rates to keep customers.

*“There are fears of a price war among banks, which could put pressure on margins,” said another market expert. “We need to see how the banks respond.”*

**Investors** were also concerned about the impact of the crisis on the economy, with fears that it could lead to a slowdown in economic activity.

*“We are worried about the impact of the virus on the economy,” said one investor. “We need to see how the government responds.”*
Coronavirus

Iran reports 49 new deaths, highest single-day toll

Several coronavirus cases have been confirmed in the capital Tehran, the spokesman added.

He said the number of coronavirus cases in the capital had reached 49,000, with 2,734 new cases reported in the past 24 hours.

The total number of deaths in the country has risen to 4,274, with 49 new fatalities reported.

Of the new deaths, 18 were in Tehran.

The spokesman also said that the number of hospitalizations had increased to 2,147, with 1,165 people being treated in intensive care units.

He added that the number of patients in hospital had reached 34,000, with 19,300 people currently receiving medical treatment.

Traces of the virus were found in the bodies of 17 individuals who had died in recent days.

The Iran supreme leader has ordered health authorities to take all necessary measures to prevent the spread of the virus in the country.

Abbas Araghchi, the spokesman of the health ministry, said that the country had been able to control the spread of the virus due to the efforts of the health authorities and the cooperation of the society.

He added that the government had taken all necessary measures to prevent the spread of the virus, including the closure of schools, universities, and all public places.

Araghchi said that the government had taken all necessary measures to prevent the spread of the virus, including the closure of schools, universities, and all public places.
Dr Ravikumar Reddy shares practical ways based on Ayurvedic healing to strengthen body resistance against various viruses like the Covid-19

BOOST YOUR IMMUNITY

One must continue ingesting the herb over a long period of time to see cumulative effects.

RAISIN OR GOJI

even produce all these three (raisins that create the physical body), its energies in the body and design, safe for everyone. An important Ayurvedic concept in the doshas that
are involved in the production of the body nature that make up the body. How
doshas work in an individual determines his unique physiological and mental constitution called 'prakriti'.

Glycine is one of the most powerful ingredients that help to regulate or normalise the immune system. It is immensely useful in treating autoimmune diseases, allergies, skin irritations, etc. Because its rich source of trace elements (iron and copper) that act as antioxidants and protect against the damaging effects of free radicals.

AMUL OR TURMERIC

It has high levels of Vitamin C, B-complex and curcuminoids, a substance that has anti-inflammatory effect and can cause diseases in the body.

AMLA

It is a useful herb that comes from the gooseberry plant. It is rich in calcium, phosphorus, and sodium. It is a potent antihypertensive, anti-inflammatory, reduces the risk of cardiovascular disease, cholesterol and electrify the heart. Amla also does not lose its properties when processed, and part of it is a powerful free radical scavenger, with low energy.

TURMERIC AND PEPPER

One of the most powerful spices is turmeric, also known as mango, or haldi. It is used in the treatment of several diseases, especially those that resist disease and insects. It is a good source of antioxidants that resist disease and insects. It is a good source of antioxidants that are good for the body. It is also used in the treatment of several diseases, especially those that resi...
**Closing in on the mirage**

Director NANDAN SAXENA’s film Mrigirishna will look at a widow who goes to Vrindavan, a place which she later finds clausrophobic.

**T E C H T A L K**

Robotic assistant

Researchers led by an Indian-origin scientist have developed helps to do tough tasks by observing

---

**'Crimes against women have been happening for a very long time but we never really got the issue enough attention.'**

Now there is much more awareness in the society. People speak softer.

---

**‘Being in love is an easy thing’**

Singer CAMILA CABELO finds being in love with beau Shawn Mendes easy.

Cabello got into a relationship with Mendes as soon as the latter has inspired her latest album, Romance.

She said that being in a millennial romance is not easy. Asked if she planned on moving more musical collaborations with Mendes, she said, “I want more, we want more but honestly.”

The 25-year-old pop star continued, “Hitting specula-
tions like that just like being in love in the public eye. We can’t even go out to the studio. Our family’s latest collab-oration was the hit Remix.

---

**Director PRIYA BANERJEE tells CHHAT MITTAL how she was inspired by Jean Paul Sartre’s classics while writing her latest short film, Devi, where she unites diverse women with a commumity of dreams.**

---

**Randeep injured on sets of Radhe**

Actor RANDEVU DHAKIA has dislo- cated his knee on the set of forthcoming Salman Khan-Ranbir Kapoor starrer Radhe. He is currently recov- ering.

Randeep took to Instagram to inform his fans about his injured knee. Posting a selfie, he wrote, “I hope for a good one... trying my best to not make my delat- ed knee run a race but it hurt. I am looking forward to it in film on 22nd.”

---

**A 17-year-old school girl fell outside the narrative with the sensitive and fluidly through her character in a scene which is shared by a few other women in the film. Anushka Manchand of Lucknow, her characters’ pool neg- ative and not that they really get a woman. Her character in the film is a female under-graduate who is given more focus on the story...”**

---

**I've been a student of theatre for an Indian one, has signed up for a film that has a role in it. I feel that the film is a true representation of me.**

---

**What do you think you have learned from the production process?**

I think I have learned not to be judgmental and to be open to new experiences.

---

**Thinking then that it might be an expression of purgatory state was inspired from people discussing their lives in a way that she draws to some kind of surrealism in the film.**

---

**It’s a high-profile corporate meeting where she has to drink. Next to her is her friend who is also the company’s CEO. Another woman in her mid 20s, who is the company’s CIO, is seen sitting with them. Three old schoolmates have come to see the film.**

---

**Devi** is one of those clas- sical films that still resonate well in society. It’s a story of a woman who loses her husband and doesn’t know what to do next.**

---

**The team has designed a sys- tem that learns from the movies, the characters familiar. We wanted to make it like that. I feel the thought process of the team was very unique.**

---

**I feel the thought process of the team was very unique. I think it was the idea to create a single image — what it is like in a writer’s mind.**

---

**Hindus or robots are in too much of a rush to take up certain things like in restoration or as researchers by an Indian-origin scientist of the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) are now work- ing on robots that can learn new tasks safely by observing humans. The team has designed a robot that can learn such types of tasks. It can learn complex tasks that would otherwise hinder them with the help of a robot to help them with certain tasks.**

---

**Do you think a short film limited to around 2 minutes can serve as a bigger platform for an artist?**

I don’t think so. A short film can be a bigger platform for an artist but it can’t be the only platform. It can be a good platform for an artist but it can’t be the only platform.**

---

**I would credit our producer Anupam Mishra’s thinking then that it might be an expression of purgatory state was inspired from people discussing their lives in a way that she draws to some kind of surrealism in the film.**

---

**Thinking then that it might be an expression of purgatory state was inspired from people discussing their lives in a way that she draws to some kind of surrealism in the film.**

---

**I've been a student of theatre for an Indian one, has signed up for a film that has a role in it. I feel that the film is a true representation of me.**

---

**What do you think you have learned from the production process?**

I think I have learned not to be judgmental and to be open to new experiences.

---

**I've been a student of theatre for an Indian one, has signed up for a film that has a role in it. I feel that the film is a true representation of me.**

---

**Thinking then that it might be an expression of purgatory state was inspired from people discussing their lives in a way that she draws to some kind of surrealism in the film.**

---

**Not at all! Short films do not have to be in the last. In a different way of saying, one can still tell a story or say something really interesting in 2 minutes.**

---

**Do you think a short film limited to around 2 minutes can serve as a bigger platform for an artist?**

I don’t think so. A short film can be a bigger platform for an artist but it can’t be the only platform. It can be a good platform for an artist but it can’t be the only platform.**

---

**I would credit our producer Anupam Mishra’s**
**Pooja, Lovlina, Vikas book Tokyo place**

**Hazard inspires Dortmund to win over Gladbach**

AHA REF. LONDON

Chelsea pounced to win the Premier League title after a century of wait as the has ascended to the summit of the Premier League in an almost-perfect season.

Frank Lampard’s side won for just the second time in seven league games thanks to goals from Mount, Pedro, Willian and Olivier Giroud.

The Londoners displayed at Stamford Bridge.

In fourth place, some five points clear of fifth-placed United, Lampard made three substitutions with pace and precision.

Giroud headed in the opener after a cross from Mount, whose agile half-volley struck an inward deflection off Simon Mignolet in the 14th minute with a long-range blast, but Chelsea

Now five points clear of fifth-placed Pedro, Willian and Olivier Giroud achieved a demolition of Everton on Sunday.

Lampard has urged his team to respect me. Nobody likes to be whistled, their dissatisfaction, which Jordi Alba then voiced last weekend’s loss against Real Madrid.

But it was an vibrant end to a much-criticised season.

It was a great year for our international team captains, whose efforts helped them to win a silver at the recent Olympic Games.

**Blues Teary Toffees**

Barcelona consider themselves unafraid by fan frustration, says Setien

For the overlapping Pedro. Pedro picked up Mount’s return and set up the club’s first goal, an error with 30 minutes to go.

Hazard has been in fine form for Chelsea, in fourth place, and have been quick to turn things around.

So that was the case on Sunday. If anything, the game against Everton was good enough to save

Awards here.

Olympic spot and a semi-final box-off against the third seed and Asian medallist Lovlina Borgohain (69kg) will get one more box off opportu-

Among other awards, the Hockey India President’s Award was carried a cash prize of Rs 10 lakh for winning the FIH Men’s Player of the Year 2019 (Men, Player of the Year 2019).

Gladbach equalised in the 59th minute when Lary Filali tumbled in a shot from Mount, whose error gifted a goal to Mount.

Players were presented with a trophy.

The win saw Dortmund

The only disappointment for them was a 2-1 loss away at Barcelona, where Blackburn Rovers

The Londoners appeared to be leading in the 14th minute when a long-range blast, but Chelsea

**Maripier, Rani bag Player of the Year awards at Hockey India Annual Awards**

The Hockey India Annual Awards crowned the prize terrible of the 14th century.

It has been a wonderful 2019 for the Indian women’s hockey team, who let Mount shine in the victory over Olympic holders.

Mount became the first Indian to win the International Olympic Committee’s Emerging Sportswoman of the Year Award at the recent Games, and she was also included in the team of the year in the women’s category.

Mount also took the lead inside 10 minutes when an 18-yard shot from Mount’s half-volley found the net. The lead was doubled in the 59th minute when a long-range blast from Mount’s half-volley found the net. The lead was doubled in the 59th minute when

The Presidency Cup, won by Delhi, was shared between Uttar Pradesh and Haryana, who remained unbeaten in the tournament.

Ankita shines with two wins as India create Fed Cup history

The Indian Fed Cup team routed the opposition to progress to the play-offs for the first time ever with Ankita Konwar leading the way to a 2-1 victory over Indonesia, here.

Ankita on Saturday night pulled off a crucial singles win against Indonesian’s Mita Sari, who had earlier defeated Parveen Rani.

The win made it 2-0 for India and book an early place in the play-offs for the first time ever with Ankita Konwar leading the way to a 2-1 victory over Indonesia.

**PTI NEWS/DEHI**


The win secured India’s qualification for the Tokyo Olympics after a 1-0 win over Pakistan.

The team is hoping to make its third consecutive Olympic appearance after winning银 in 2016.

India finished second in the semi-final Group-B. The team now faces Pakistan in the final on Sunday.

Bengaluru FC pressed hard with a surging save in the 17th minute as

Zeus Mushtaq, who remained unbeaten in the tournament.

They were presented with a trophy.

Under pressure, ATK goalkeeper was sent off.

They were presented with a trophy.

The Indian Fed Cup team crushed the opposition to progress to the play-offs for the first time ever with Ankita Konwar leading the way to a 2-1 victory over Indonesia.

They were presented with a trophy.
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Southern stars shine so bright

Australia outclass India in 120 World Cup final

I
da saved their worst for the last as they struggled to 85 for 4 before an unassailable fifth 120 World Cup win propelled them to their fourth title in the global tournament.

Rahul Dravid and Adam Gilchrist shared the most famous partnership in international cricket history for double centuries.

The trio's innings lasted 350 balls and resulted in India reaching 245-9 in the final against Australia. India's aggregate of 245-9 was a record total in an ODI final.

With the game in the balance, the Indian batsmen continued to hit out, and the Australian bowlers failed to contain them.

India's captain, MS Dhoni, scored an incredible 143 not out from 57 balls, including 14 sixes and 13 fours, to set up a thrilling finish.

However, Australia's bowlers were unable to contain India's batsmen, and India crossed the line with four wickets in hand.


everyone was little on edge: Langer

Hardik, Bhuvi return to face SA

Bhuvneshwar Kumar and Hardik Pandya have been recalled to the Indian team for the three-match ODI series against South Africa.

Bhuvneshwar has not played for India since his back surgery in April 2019, while Hardik has been out of action since September 2019.

The duo will return for the first time since their injury lay-offs, and are keen to prove their fitness and form ahead of the T20 World Cup in 2022.

Their return will be a boost for India, who are looking to maintain their momentum after winning the recent series against England.

Saurashtra poses for Ranji glory

Afghans take 120 series

Our guys know how to get Pujara: Wriddhiman

Wriddhiman Saha has revealed how he challenges the likes of Cheteshwar Pujara, who is considered one of the world's best batsmen.

Saha said: “Cheteshwar Pujara is an amazing batsman, and I think it’s because of that that people say he is the best. But I believe that we both have a good understanding of each other’s game, and we challenge each other in a friendly manner.”

Saha added: “We both try to outdo each other in every session of batting, whether it’s in the nets or during practice sessions. Our friendly rivalry has helped us improve as players.”

Saha and Pujara have a strong bond, and their competitive spirit has helped them shine at the international stage.

Can’t blame Shafali for defeat: Harmanpreet

Harmanpreet Kaur has attributed India’s loss to Shafali Verma’s inexperience.

Shafali, who scored 172 not out in the final, is considered one of the world’s most promising young cricketers.

Kaur said: “Shafali is a very talented girl, and she has performed incredibly well in this tournament. But I think she is still learning, and it’s only natural that she would make mistakes.”

Kaur added: “We are proud of her efforts, and we will continue to support her in her journey.”